
Middlefield Board of Assessors Working Meeting 

Sept 1, 2017 

Open Meeting 

Board Members Present: Laura Lafreniere, Chair; Tamarin Laurel, Secretary 

 [also attending: Karen Tonelli] 

Minutes:  

Work Meeting from 1-5pm. Initial discussion: Karen hopes to both work on the Principal Assessor 

tasks and reports that need to be done for DOR, at the same time as training Middlefield Assessors by 

showing the tasks as she goes. Karen said the valuation-setting of Interim Years (between the 5-yr 

interval of DOR’s Re-Certification years) is not that difficult. Karen handles the work of Interim 

Years for Peru, and can show Middlefield Assessors so we could handle it in-house in future years. 

Laura had received a quote from Roy Bishop for $1,000 to handle the Interim Year tasks just for this 

year. Tamarin moved that the board work with Karen on those tasks, rather than Roy. It seemed 

possible that, this way, Middlefield would not need to hire a vendor for the job in future years. Laura 

agreed it was worth trying, and she would let Roy know we were not scheduling him. Vote approved 

unanimously to continue working with Karen, and not contract with Roy. 

The tax-setting schedule was discussed. Plan to do Assessor’s work in Sept & Oct. Have Selectboard 

hold tax hearing by approx Nov 6. Submit reports to DOR right after that Hearing, to allow approval 

time prior to transfer of information from Assessor computer to Collector’s computer by Dec 4. 

DOR IT tech, Tod, had finally achieved connection between report program, Business Objects, and 

CAMA database, since the last visit by Karen, when computer didn’t allow creating reports. During 

this working meeting, Tod had to again phone-in to navigate to the correct ‘universe’ because none of 

the reports had been run since an update to a new version. Another computer problem of CAMA 

prevented one sale from showing on the CAMA report to be uploaded to DOR.  

The other sales were compiled for the 2-year period prior to Jan 1, 2017. Review of the sales showed 

Assessed Value to Sales Ratio was at the extreme low end of the DOR allowed range of 90-110%. A 

report of sales looking forward into 2017 showed this ratio dropping even lower.  Karen suggested an 

increase in values to match DOR guidelines was indicated.  After checking effects, voted 

unanimously to increase the global adjustment percent on Residences from the existing .85 to 

.87 to adhere to DOR guidelines. The overall assessed ratio for 2015 & 2016 was still at the low end 

of allowed range, but not as low.  

Initial sales template was uploaded to DLS Gateway, pending corrections and further information. By 

next meeting with Karen, work on Excel report of tax base changes –New Growth, and notes on 

downward adjustments and classification changes, including Real Estate, Personal Property, and 

other adjustments. Karen showed the valuation source for DOR-valued utilities changes. 

Scheduled next working meeting with Karen on Sept 13, at 1pm. 

Meeting adjourned at 5pm 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Tamarin Laurel 

 


